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Let SUP,~,,,~ 2 IA,(cc’, a) -A(a’, a)] < 6, where S* is the unit sphere in R3, A(a’, a) 
is the unknown scattering amplitude corresponding to a potential q(x) E Q, := 
{q:q=&qEL2(E,),q=OinBb}, B,:={x:Ixl<a,x~R~}, a>0 is a given num- 
ber, Bh = R’\B,, 6 > 0 is a small number. A numerical method is given to calculate 
a stable approximation ia to the Fourier transform 4(I) of q(x). An estimate of the 
error of the approximation is given for q E Q, and q E Q, n L”(B,). 0 19% Academic 
Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let q(x) E Qa := {q: q = 4, q E L2(B,), q = 0 in Bb}, 1 E R3, B, is the ball 
of radius a centered at the origin, BL is its complement in R3, the bar 
stands for complex conjugate. The scattering. amplitude at a fixed energy, 
say k = 1, is the coefficient A(a’, a) in the asymptotics of the scattering 
solution defined as the unique solution to the problem 
I,u := [V+ 1 -q(x)] u=o in R3 (1) 
u=exp(ia.x)+A(a’,cr)exp(iIxl)Ixl-’+o(W’) (2) 
as 1x1 -P co, x 1x1 -‘=tl’. Here CCES~ is a given vector. The inverse 
scattering problem with fixed-energy data consists of finding q(x) given 
A(a’, a) for all a’, a E S2. Uniqueness of the solution to this problem, a 
reconstruction formula, and a study of the stability of the reconstruction 
method have been studied in [ 1,2]. Let us recall the basic results from 
these works and outline the objective and results of the present paper. 
The uniqueness result is: 
pR0posITI0~ 1 [l]. If qjiQ,,j= 1,2, and Al(a’, a)=A2(a’, a), 
Va’ E s’, Va E S, that is the scattering amplitudes Aj(a’, a) corresponding to 
qj(x) are equal for all a’ E S’ and a E S where S’ and S are arbitrary open sets 
in S*, then q,(x)=q,(x). 
1 
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PROPOSITION 2 [ 11. Zfq(x) E Q, then the reconstruction formula is valid: 
@(A) = -471 lim 
lOI - 00 8’-o=i. 
A(@, a) v,(ct, 0) da . (3) 
Here q(l) := j q(x) exp( -iA . x) dx, 
{e:e~c~,e.e=l},e.~:=~)=,e~~,, 
S := SR3, 1 E R3, e’, 6 E M := 
Ate’, a) I= f A,(U) r,(e’), vel E M, (4) 
/=O 
where Y,(a) are the spherical harmonics normalized in L’(S*), and Y,(0) 
is the natural extension of Y,(a) from S* to the algebraic variety M, 
A,(a) := (A(a’, a), Y,(~l’)),z(~z) = s 
s2 A(a’, ~1) y,o dcr’. (5) 
It is proved in [ 1, 51 that, for q E Qa, the following estimate holds, 
ea 
sup IA,(a)1 Gca - ( > 
(*/+I)/* 1 
aeS2 21+ 1 2z+ 1’ 
(6) 
where c depends on llq11L2CB,, := llq[l, only. The estimate (6) guarantees that 
the series (4) converges absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets of M 
and uniformly in a ES*. For brevity we write Y, in place of Y,,,,, 
-1~ m < 1. The estimate (6) is uniform in m, -I < m < 1. Finally, the 
function ~,(a, 0) in (3) is defined as follows. Let 
p(v) :=exp(-i0.x) jsZ u(x, a) V(E) du- 1. (7) 
For 1x1 >a one has [l] 
u(x, u) = exp(icc .x) + f .4,(a) Y,(a’) h,(r), r= 1x1 >a, a’=x/r, 63) 
I=0 
where h,(r) is the spherical Hankel function normalized so that h,(r)- 
exp(ir)/r as r + co. Therefore p(v) can be calculated in the region r > a if 
the data A(a’, a) are given for all a’, a E S*. Consider the following varia- 
tional problem 
Fe,,(v) := IIP(v)IIa,,E-I=inf, s-l >a, >a, (9) 
where Ilf l/o,6 := {Iog,r,db I f(x)l* (1 + (x~)~3’2dx}1’2, OEM, and E>O are 
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fixed. Since F@,,(v) 2 0 one has C&(E) := inf,, L~CS~J L&v) 2 0. Therefore a 
minimizing sequence v, exists such that F&v,) -+ ad,. It is proved in [l] 
that 
where c here and below denote various positive constants depending on 
j[qlj but not on 0, E, etc. Let us pick any member of the minimizing 
sequence such that 
&,Av*)~(c+Wrl 
and denote this member V,(CL, e), v, := vE(c(, 0). 
(11) 
PROPOSITION 3 [ 11. If ~,(a, 0) is defined so that (11) holds, then (3) 
holds. 
Propositions l-3 solve the inverse scattering problem with fixed-energy 
data in the case of exact data. 
Assume now that a function Ag(a’, CX) is given, which is not assumed to 
be a scattering amplitude, such that 
sup IAJL-X’, LX) - A(d’, a)[ < 6. 
d.UE.P 
(12) 
Here A(a’, a) is the unknown scattering amplitude corresponding to a 
q E Q,, and Ag(a’, a) are the noisy measurements of A(u’, a) with the noise 
level 6 > 0. Given A,(a’, a) for all a’, a E S2 one wants to calculate a stable 
approximation to 4(n). Namely, for any 1 E R3 one defines a number dd 
such that 
IBa-4(~)1 G1(6)+0 as 6 +O. (13) 
The function ~(6) will be specified. In the previous works [S, 61 it was 
proved that there exists a function va(a) such that 
Q6 := -471 js2 a,(8’, a) vs(a) da, et- 8 = 1, 81, 8 E M (14) 
satisfies (13) with 
~+V=C {ie(s)i-‘+exp[-c,N(6)1}, Cl >o, (15) 
where 
(16) 
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[x] in (16) is the nearest integer to x, I&&)( -+ co is suitably chosen, and 
A(@, a) := C &(a) YJU, &,(a) := (&(a’, Co, YAa’))L2(s2). (17) 
I=0 
The function a,(&, a) is called in [S] the noisy representative of the 
scattering data. Note that As(t?‘, a) is not defined for 8’ EM, while A^,(fY, a) 
is well defined for 8’ EM. 
It is proved in [ 1 ] that for any A E R3 one can find 8’, 8 E M such that 
8’ - 8 = 1, lel + 00, er, 8 E M. (18) 
The quantity Qa in formula (14) depends not only on A but on 8’ and 0. 
This dependence is not important for our purposes. The basic property of 
da is given by formula (13). 
The objective of the present paper is to give a constructive procedure for 
calculating the functions v,Ja) and v&a) such that formulas (14), (17), and 
(37) (in Section II) yield 4a and dis which are stable approximations of 
4(J) in the sense of (13) and (36’) with the functions ~(6)=c le(s)l-’ 
and ~(6) = c[S + I(S)1 -’ + le,(s)l -‘I, and the functions e(S) and e,(S) 
are chosen algorithmically given the data AJa’, a), [e(S)1 + co and 
le,(S)l + co as 6 -+ 0. In the next section the choices of v,(a) and 0(s) are 
explained and the basic results are formulated in Theorems 14 of Sec- 
tion II. Theorem 4 gives an algorithmic procedure for solving the inverse 
scattering data with fixed-energy noisy data and an estimate of the error of 
this procedure. An auxiliary estimate is given in Theorem A, Section III. 
Some related results are in [8-121. 
II. FORMULATION OF THE STABILITY RESULTS 
1. Let the noisy representative of the scattering solution be defined as 
t&(x, a) = exp(ia .x) + 1 A,,(a) Y,(a’) h,(r), 
I=0 
r > 1x1 > a, a’ = x/r. 
Define 
lIpa(v := 
!I 
exp( -ie .x) Is2 get, a) v(a) da - 111 := ~&B.AV). 
a,,e-’ 
Let d,,,(s) = infvELzcS2) Fa&v). Consider the problem 
Fa,@,,(v) =inf. (19) 
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Our aim is to demonstrate that by choosing properly a member of a 
minimizing sequence for problem (19) one constructs a function v,(a) 
which produces by formula (14) a stable approximation of g(A) in the sense 
of (13). By choosing 0 = 0(S) and 0’(S) such that (18) holds and some addi- 
tional conditions (see (30) and (31) below) are satisfied, one gets ~(6) = 
le(s)l -I in (13). The result therefore consists in finding the right choice of 
e(s), va(cc) and the function a(6). This last function did not appear so far, 
but one will see that it is important to choose E = s(8) -+ 0 properly in order 
that (13) be valid. Let us establish some auxiliary results. Define 4(x, 13) := 
jSZ U(X, a) V(CI, 0) dcl and m, 
m :=4(x, 0) - 4% e), (20) 
where $(x, 0) is the special solution to (1) 
lye =o, 1+9 = exp(ie . x)[ 1 + R(x, e)], REM, lel9 I, (21) 
where 101 b 1 means that 101 is suffkiently large, 
IIRk e)ll L2co,)~~ w1, IIRCX, ek=,,,,a ifvi0g loi, iel g 1, (22) 
where D, c R3 is an arbitrary bounded region, c = c(D,). Estimates (22) 
can be found in [l, 71. 
LEMMA 1. The set {ssz u(B’, a) V(U) d~r} VvEL~(Sz) is dense (in the L2(D,) 
norm) in the set N,,(I,) := (w: l,w = 0 in D,, w E H2(D,)} for any bounded 
region D, c R3. 
LEMMA 2 [6]. One has 
Here llqll, := lldl Lo, p = exp( - if3 . X) js2 u(&, CL) V(U) dcc - 1. 
ProoJ: One has, with 8’ - 8 = 1, 
/4(i)+4zjsz 1 Ate’, a) v(a) da 
= dy q(y) exp( - iW . y ) exp( ie . y) 
. exp(-iiB.y)~S2U(Y,~)v(a)d~-1 
G 11~11, IlPllw 1 (24) 
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LEMMA 3 [6]. One has 
(25) 
where K := IIm 81, a(v) := (jSz Iv(cr)l’ ~GI)~‘~, a, > a, and 
A8)=w{-yNWl+41)1}, y:=ln%0,6-+0. (26) 
U 
LEMMA 4 [ 61. One has 
FB,Av) G FM,Av) + c4v) exp(k-&-‘) P,(S), ~=IIm0/,u,>u$ (27) 
~~(4=ew-y,N~)Cl+~(~)l), y1 :=ln ->O,y>y,>O. (28) 
u> 
One also has 
Fs,dv) <Fo,,(v) + 4~) exp(x&-‘) h(@. (29) 
LEMMA 5. Fix 0~h4, 10)$1, ~,>a$, and let E=E(c!~)-+O us 6+0. 
Then there exists vJa) such that 
4~~) ewC~~-‘(~)l h(J)6 lelp’, K := IIm el (30) 
and 
F a,e,Ed~a) G c iel -1. (31) 
Proof. Inequality (30) is fulfilled if ~(6) tends to zero sufficiently slowly. 
Indeed, ~~(6) does not depend on 0 and p,(S) + 0 as 6 + 0. Therefore one 
can choose ~(8) + 0 so slowly that (30) holds. Inequality (31) is fulfilled if 
Fdb) d C 181 -‘. (32) 
This follows from (29), (30), and (32). To prove (32) consider the 
inequalities 
Fs,,(va) := 
II 
exp( -ie.x) jsz u(x, a) vJa) da- 11) 
a*,&-’ 
G Ilexp(-ie.x)C~,(x)-(l +R)exp(ie.~)lll~,,~-l+ II~II,,,,~~ 
G exp(KEpl) I14s(4 - w)II.,,,d + c 14 -I. (33) 
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Here ~Jx) := Jsz U(X, ~1) v,(a) dcl, and the inequality 
llRll.,,,-1 G c 14 -I, V&E (0, a;‘) 
was used. From Lemma 1 one can find v,Jc~) such that 
exp(Ke-‘) MS- IC/(X)II~,.~-I d c 14 -‘. 
(34) 
(35) 
From (33) (34), and (35) one obtains (32). Lemma 5 is proved. 1 
Note that Ijs2 [a,(@, c() - A((?, a)] V(M) da\ <c exp(rca,) a(v) p(6), 
K := IIm 01, and sup oreS* Ill& ~1) -4~~ ~)lI.,,, 6 CP~(@. That is why ~~(6) 
appears in (30), rather than p(6). 
One can formulate the first stability result. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that v,(a) is such that for some 8= e(S)E M, 
le(S)l -+ co, e’(S) - e(J) = I, W(S) E M, il E R3, and ~(8) + 0, the inequalities 
(30) and (31) hold. Assume that qE Q, n L”(B,). Then 
where 
ida - a41 G c iw)i -1, (36) 
ij* := -4x 
I &WV, a) v&d da, S* 
a,(&, ~1) is defined by (17), and estimate (36) is uniform for 1 running 
through compact sets in R3. 
Proof. From (25), (28), and (30) one obtains 
ida -4(u G iidl, IIPII, + c iekv -1. (38) 
From (31), (30), and (27) one gets 
IIP~J~~,,~-~~~~ G c iemi-1. (39) 
From Theorem A, Section III, and (39) one obtains 
(40) 
From (38) and (40) one concludes that (36) holds. Theorem 1 is 
proved. 1 
2. In this section we consider stability estimates assuming that 
b:=e-‘>u,>a$; b is fixed. (41) 
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Take an arbitrary 1 E R3 and choose 
6, 8’ E M, et- 6 = A, 
Consider the variational problem. 
IMJ)II~,,~ = in& ~Jv):=exp(-iB..x)/ li,(x,cl)v(a)da--1. 
S2 
(43) 
The inlimum is taken over v eL2(S2). As above (see formula (29)) one 
proves that 
IIP~(v)II~,,~~ I P(~L,.~ +c exrW) 44 PA@, K := IIm 01 (44) 
and 
IIPW.,,~ G IIP~~~I~,,~ + c w-W) 44 1.4% a,>a&. (45) 
Our basic stability result is formulated in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that v d := vJcl, 0(s)) satisfies the inequalities 
IlPs(Va)ll q,b<c le(d)l-‘, Ma -+ a as 6-O (46) 
and 
4~~) explI4b) 61 h(b)< l&S)1 -l, ~(6) := (Im 19(S)l. (47) 
Define 
c.j* := -4n I &6’, a) vg da, s2 (48) 
where 19’ = e’(S), 19 = 0(S), and (42) holds. Then 
l66-w)l Gc le(s)l-‘. (49) 
Estimate (49) is uniform for I running through compact sets in R3. 
Proof Proof of Theorem 2 is the same as the proof of Theorem 1. In 
place of ~-r(8) one uses b. Theorem 2 is proved. 1 
Let us formulate a constructive numerical procedure for calculating 
v,Ja, e(S)). Fix b >a, > a$ and consider problem (43) with conditions 
(42). For each 13 find v(a, 0) such that (46) and (47) hold. This is done 
numerically: find a minimizing sequence for problem (43) and choose a 
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member v(a, 13) of this sequence such that (46) and (47) hold. Find 
0=0(s) from the equation 101 a(v(a,8))exp(lIm81 b)=p;‘(6). Since 
u(v(a, 0)) --f co as 101 + 00 and pr1(6) + co as 6 +O, one has le(S)l + co 
as 6 +O. With this e(S) and v6= v(a, e(s)) formula (48) yields a stable 
solution to the inverse scattering data with the error given by (49). 
Let us formulate the inversion formula for the inverse scattering problem 
with exact fixed-energy data. This formula is similar to (3) but does not 
contain parameter E. We assume (18) and fix E ~ I := b > a, > a$, Since E 
is fixed we define 11 f 11 := 11 f II L2cBb,B,,j. Consider the problem 
lMv)ll = inf, (8’) 
where p(v) is defined in (77). Take a member v(a, 0) of a minimizing 
sequence for (8’) with the property 
ibw, em 6 c iei -1, (10’) 
where c = const > 0 does not depend on f3 E h4, 101 b 1. 
THEOREM 3. Let v(a, 0) satisfy (10’). Then 
g(n) = -4~ ,Aiym Is2 A(@, a) v(a, 0) da. 
*‘-e=1 
tY.86 M 
(3’) 
Moreover, 
(49’) 
Prooj Formula (3’) follows from (49’). Formula (49’) follows from 
(23), estimate (lo’), and estimate (72) (in Section III) with b, = a,, b, = 6. 
Theorem 3 is proved. 1 
Finally, let us formulate an inversion procedure for noisy fixed-energy 
data. Given A,(a’, a) for all a’, aES*, solve the problem (43) with 
b>a,>afi. Let d(6,8):=inf vsL~(s~2 Iba(v II -II := II -llL~(Bb\Ba,). Find 
ye.6 I= Ve,6 (a) such that Ilps(ve,a(a))ll Gd(6, 0) + IQ-‘. Define w(6) := 
infe E M WA 01, W, 0) := Il~s(ve,s(a))ll + 4v,,d exp(W PAW. Find 
8,(6)EM such that H(&f?,(S))<o(6)+6. Given 1~ R3, find e;(B)EM 
such that e;(S) - e,(S) = 1. Define v,~ := vId(a) := v,,(,Ja) and put 
1 
41s := -4K s &e;(d), a) vlG(a) da. (37’) s2 
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THEOREM 4. Assume that q E Q, n L”( B,). Then 
(36’) 
where c = const > 0, c depends on llql[ L3uCB0j, e,(s) is defined above, 0(S) E A4 
is any vector such that 
with ~(6) := IIm e(s)l, and & > 0 is an arbitrary large fixed number. 
Formula (37’) and Theorem 4 give an algorithmic inversion procedure 
for noisy fixed-energy data (see [ 111). 
Proof of Theorem 4. Step 1. IMv,~)ll G Ibd~~~)ll + 4v,6) exp(lc,b) 
,ul(S) < c[w(G) + S], c = const 2 1, rcl := IIm e,(s)l. 
Step 2. 14i6-q(A)l <c[o(S)+S+ 10,(S)/-‘1 (*). Indeed, lqla--4(12)1 
d 4 +I,, 4 d c ibhk G 4tldd + wmi -1) G CCO~ +6 + 
le,(S)l -‘I, I2 G ca(vJ exp(rc,b) p,(S). Thus (*) follows. 
Step 3. o(6) < c l&S)1 -‘, where e(S) is defined in Theorem 4. Indeed 
4@ G info., C44 0) + VI -I +4vo,d exp(rcb) MVI, 44 0) G c lW)l -I, 
~21, l0(S)l-co as 6+0. Thus w(6)~~18(6)l~‘+inf~.~[IeI-~+ 
a(ve,a) exp(lcb) p,(b)] 6c, le(Zi)l -l. Note that e(S) can be chosen as a 
solution to the equation (**) (81 a(v0,6) exp(lcb) =p; l(6), [e(s)1 -+ 00 as 
6 -+ 0. One can prove that such a solution does exist. Indeed, a(vg,6) -+ CC 
as 101 -+ co, and p;*(S) + co as 6 + 0, so that (**) has a solution e(S) such 
that le(S)( + co. We leave the proof of the relation a(ve,a) + CC as 101 -+ cc 
to the reader (see [S] ). Theorem 4 is proved. 1 
III. ELLIPTIC ESTIMATES FOR AN EQUATION WITH LARGE PARAMETER 
This section plays an auxiliary role. Let 
(V2+2i0.V)b=vinR3, 4 E C:(4), (50) 
where B,=~~:Ixl~r},e~~:=(e:e~c~,e.e=l},e.~=~j=,e,~,, 
181 =(e.op, the bar stands for complex conjugate, h := lel-’ -+ 0, 
p:=he, P+fl=h2, #1=1, P(5)=52+2/9.5, N:=(~:~ER~,P(<)=O}, 
Nh := { 5: 5 E R3, dist(<, N) < h}, N;, := R3\N,, a, = a/ax,, Di = -idi, 
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D = -iv, by c we denote various positive constants which do not depend 
on h, 
Fku := z?(r) := (2zh)p3’2 {,+ u(x) exp( -it .xh-‘) dx (51) 
u(x) := (2Ap312 JR, G(r) exp(i< .xh-‘) d< (52) 
iha,ti(t) =G Fh{ -ihaju(x)> = tic(<). (53) 
If fl= m + ip, m, p E R3, then 
N= {(: It+rnl =m,p.<=O) (54) 
is a circle. Let P(t) = P,(t) + P,(5), P, := Re P(t), l E R3. Note that 
dP,(t) +O for rEN, (55) 
where dP, is the differential of P, . Let us write (50) as 
Pq4 := P(hD) q5 := [(ho)* + 2/I. hD] q5 = -h20. (56) 
Let MI := II411 
1lc4l 
b ;;,+ollg<hD) 411 := Ild(1 +t2)1’21 &3L Il4llt,,,b2 := 
L?&*\Bb,)’ * 1 . 
LEMMA 1. Any solution to (50) satisfies the inequality 
h II W>* &I G c IIPW) 4, Vh E (0, ho), 
where h, is a fixed sufficiently small number. 
Proof. Inequality (57) can be written as 
h IIt1 + t2) 611 G c F’(5) dll, 
Let t E Nj,. Then 
41 +l’)Gc lP(5)l. 
Therefore 
(57) 
(58) 
(59) 
h* jN, Cl+ t’)’ I&* 4 <c2 j IP(@l* lkOl’&. (60) 
h N6 
Let < E Nh. Note that Nh is a bounded set in R3. Condition (55) allows one 
to introduce coordinates in which the set N has the equation t = 0, 5 i = 0, 
t = P,(t), where the {, axis is chosen along vector ~1. Let f:= P,(r) $(t). 
409!170,1-? 
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Then f=O at t =O, f E C”(R3), and the inequality (see Lemma 3 at the 
end of this section) 
j” dt t-* If(t)12<4jh If’(t)12 dt (61) 
-h -h 
yields after an integration in the remaining variables and taking into 
account that t = P, (r ) 
& l&t)I*<c j IV,PA5) &4)12 &G c jR, lV,P,(O &)I2 dt. (62) 
Nh 
Since N,, is bounded one has 
~2jNh~~+S2)21k5)12d~~c,~2j IkOl’ & (63) Nh 
From Parseval’s equality it follows that 
h2 jR3 lV,P,(t) &,I’ 4 = jR3 lxl* IP,(hD) 41’ dx 
< r2 j lP(hD)~12dx=r2JblIP(hD)(12dx. (64) 
& 
Here we used the assumption supp 4 c B,. Combining (62)-(64) yields 
h2 jNhtl+52)2 l$W12dt<c j If’WM12dx. (65) 
R3 
From (65) and (60) one obtains (58). Lemma 1 is proved. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let 
P(hD)p=O in A,, (66) 
where Al is a bounded region. Let A c A,, q E C,“(A,), 0 <q < 1, q = 1 in A. 
Then 
h IPPII, G c llPll.4,l IIPIIA := llPllL%4,. (67) 
Proof: Multiply (66) by VP, take the real part, and integrate by parts 
to get 
hj rj IVp(‘dx= -ij (iWp+pVp)Vrrdx+2Re 
Al Al 
(ibj jA, Pjh dx) 
h =-- 2 A (p(2V2qdx+2R I, e(is/jA,~jP~dx), (68) 
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where one sums up over the repeated indices. From (68), using the 
inequalities 2 [pip1 f (h/2) Ipj12 + 2k’ IpI’, lpi1 < 1, and IV2ql <c, one gets 
From (69) it follows that 
+ch-’ I A, ? Id2 dx. (69) 
h’S, IVp12dx<h2[ 
Al 
q IVp12dx<cj- lp12dx. (70) 
Al 
This implies (67). Lemma 2 is proved. 1 
We are ready now to formulate and prove the basic auxiliary result. 
THEOREM A. LetqEQ,nLLm(B,),8EM,lel~l, 
(V2+2ie.V)p=qp+q in R3. (71) 
Then any solution to (71) satisfies the inequality 
IIPII~GC IIPII~,,~~+C iv’, a<b,<b,, (72) 
where c = const > 0 does not depend on 0. 
Proof Write (71) as 
PW) P = -h2(qp + q), h := lel-‘. (73) 
Let ?EC~(B~J,O<~<~,~=~ in B,,. Note that 
P(w) = Pw -VP - h2rl(w + 4). (74) 
Applying Lemma 1 to (74) yields 
h Il(hD)2 (w)II Gc IIU’rl-rlP)~ll +ch2 Ilqll~~(~,,) Ilpll.+ch2 IIq11,. (75) 
Since 4 = 1 in B,, one has 
h lblla~h IlW’)2(ttdll Gch2 ll~ll.+ch2+c IIU’v-vWPII. (76) 
Therefore 
IbIIaGch+ch-’ II(Pv-d’)~ll. (77) 
14 A. G. RAMM 
One has, using the equation Dq = 0 in Bb,, 
II (Pvl - VP) P II = IMW2 v + 2~’ Dv . DP + G$ . h Dv II 
6 4h2 + h) IblIt,,,bz+ c-h2 ll&llb,.~~~ (78) 
where II . II b,, bz = II . II L2(Bb2\Eb,). In B,,\B,, the function p solves Eq. (71) and, 
by Lemma 2, one has 
h IIDPII b,,b2GC Ildb,,by (79) 
From (77), (78), and (79) it follows that 
lblla~ch+c IIdb,,b,~ 630) 
Theorem A is proved. 1 
LEMMA 3. Letf(0) = 0, f(t) E C ‘( - h, h), h = const > 0. Then (61) holds. 
Proox One has, with ,I E R, 
O< I 
h 
oh If’-Wj-(t)l’dt=j” -h lf’12dt+12jh t-2 If(t)l’dt 
-h 
-if:, t-’ d I;;t)‘2 :=AA2+B-AZ, (81) 
Note that 
s h I:= @IfI -ht- dt dt=t-‘IfI t2 If 12dt 
= If(h) If(- 
h +s” 
t-21f(t)12dt:=A,>A. (82) 
-h 
From (81) and (82) one gets 0 <AA’- I1A, + B. Thus A: < 4AB. This and 
the inequality A <A, imply A < 4B, which is inequality (61). Lemma 3 is 
proved. 1 
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